AccelerandE - Ideas into Products at an Accelerating Pace
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Innovators and start-ups get a helping hand bringing ideas to market
Online PR News â€“ 25-June-2016 â€“ AccelerandE AB takes a major step forward by establishing presence
at Epicenter Stockholm, announcing BizSpark Plus status and product releases.
Â
AccelerandE was founded a couple of years ago when its founders developed the Skreeky push-to-talk app.
Recently, AccelerandE has taken the step from just an own-ideas think tank to an active company. Recent
developments at AccelerandE include:
Â
- Established presence at Epicenter Stockholm
- Accepted into Microsoft BizSpark Plus program
- Integration of Microsoft Azure in all solutions
- Released Booklet365 add-in for Microsoft Office365
Â
AccelerandE has developed and uses its own internal tools, like idea contracts and second market scheme
for value tracking, and publicly available tools like agreelet, the micro agreements app.
Â
Links to stuff we have created:
Â
- Booklet365 - http://booklet365.com
- agreelet - http://agreelet.com
- SlideTalk - http://slidetalk.net
Â
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Microsoft Azure and BizSpark Plus let us focus on accelerating ideas into products, whether it is a
technology, an app, a bot or a complete solution, said Johan Isaksson founder at AccelerandE AB. At
AccelerandE we work in a fun, agile and collaborative way allowing creativity to flow even when the time
pressure is on.
Â
AccelerandE AB is driving several innovative projects and partnering with companies in bringing ideas into
reality using the latest and most fit solution. The expertise of the AccelerandE team covers many different
areas:
- Algorithms
- Business modelling
- Product management
- Research
- Software development
Â
We are excited to integrate with the AccelerandE team to help our joint customers reduce time-to-market,
said Rob Howard, director, Office 365 Ecosystem, Microsoft.
Â
AccelerandE is an idea generator and think tank focused on designing and defining the future. Read more at
http://accelerande.com.
Â
###
Â
The names of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective
owners.
Â
For more information, press only: Paolo Leva, AccelerandE AB, +46705573573, info@accelerande.com
Â
Note: If you are interested in viewing additional information on Booklet365, please visit AccelerandE
http://accelerande.com or http://booklet365.com, SlideTalk http://slidetalk.net, or agreelet http://agreelet.com
Â
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